Abstract-This work proposes a new parallel asynchronous cellular genetic algorithm model for multi-core processors. The algorithm has been used for solving the DNA fragment assembly problem with the aim of finding highly accurate solutions in short computation times. This NP-Complete problem lies in reconstructing a DNA chain from multiple fragments that have previously been sequenced in a laboratory. The considered problem is a critical step in any genomic project, since the resulting chains are the basis for the entire work. Therefore, the quality of these chains is a major aspect for the correct development of the project. The proposed algorithm is able to find highly accurate results much faster than the other algorithms in the literature. Additionally, since it is parallel, it could be scalable to much larger problem instances, for which the methods typically used usually encounter difficulties. Finally, several new local search methods have been designed, and their influence on the performance of the algorithm has been analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are population based algorithms that explore the search space by iteratively applying a set of stochastic operators on the solutions composing the population. Cellular genetic algorithms (cGAs) are a kind of GA with decentralized population that have demonstrated to outperform regular GAs in a large number of problems with different features and belonging to distinct domains [1] . In cGAs, the number of individuals that can mate to a given one is restricted to only those ones that are located next to it, i.e., to its neighborhood (as it is shown in Fig. 1 ). By adopting this simple idea, we achieve a slow spread of solutions through the population, and different regions of the population will therefore converge to different areas of the search space. The effect is that the population diversity is kept for longer while at the same time different niches appear in the population.
From the appearance of the first cGA by Whitley in 1993 [2] , different parallel implementations have been proposed for cGAs in the literature (a complete survey on parallel cGAs can be found in [1] ). From those designed for massively parallel computers (with SIMD architecture) having thousands of processors [3] to the ones recently proposed for clusters of computers by Luque et al. [4] , [5] . However, very few parallel designs have been proposed for cGAs, despite their parallel nature. The reason is probably the high communication level required due to the tight relations among individuals. In this paper, we propose a new parallel cGA for multi-core processors. Due to the shared memory existing in this kind of architectures, the tight communications among individuals is not a problem anymore. Therefore, it allows us to take profit of the high performance of parallel implementations without the typical problems at the communication level present in cGAs.
The DNA fragment assembly problem (DNA FAP) [6] is a hard combinatorial optimization problem (NP-Complete [7] ) that arises in the process of genome sequencing. The reason is that the current technology does not allow to sequence complete DNA strings, but only small pieces of up to 400 (Illumina 1 and 454 GS FLX 2 sequencing technologies) to 700 or even more (Sanger dideoxy sequencing method 3 ) nucleotids length (much shorter than human DNA, composed by near 3,200 millions of nucleotides), and this number is quickly increasing. Hence, these chains must be broken into smaller portions such that they can be automatically read using the currently existing techniques. This process of splitting the genomic sequence into many small portions is known as the shotgun sequencing process, and its main handicap is that the order of the fragments is lost. Therefore, multiple copies of the original DNA chain are usually sequenced in order to introduce a high degree of redundancy that could be used to reconstruct the original DNA chain from the fragments. Then, after assembling all the fragments into one single DNA sequence, we can then understand all the information enclosed in it.
The DNA fragment assembly problem has been faced with different heuristics in the literature (some being genetic algorithms), but due to its importance and complexity more accurate and faster techniques are still needed. Recently, Alba and Luque proposed in [8] a new heuristic algorithm (called PALS, standing for problem aware local search) more accurate and faster than the previously existing techniques. In [1] , [9] , the authors propose the hybridization of different sequential cellular genetic algorithms (cGAs) with PALS, outperforming the behavior of the local search heuristic itself. As a result, these cGAs are able to find high quality solutions, which is a fundamental issue for the genomic projects, as it was previously explained.
The main contribution of this paper is the design of a new parallel cGA for multi-core architectures and its application to the DNA fragment assembly problem. Additionally, several new local search operators more suitable to the new parallel cellular model proposed were designed and evaluated. The resulting algorithms are faster than the stateof-the-art algorithms in the literature, providing results with similar quality. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we present the new asynchronous cellular genetic algorithm proposed. After that, we describe in Section III the problem of the DNA fragment assembly and, in Section IV, we show our results and analyze the behavior of our algorithm. Finally, our main conclusions and our future works are summarized.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We present in this section the new parallel cGA we have designed for this work. First, Section II-A briefly introduces a generic description for a regular canonical cellular GA. Then, Section II-B presents our new proposed parallel approach.
A. Cellular GAs
Cellular GAs [1] , [2] , [3] are structured population algorithms with a high explorative capacity. The individuals composing their population are arranged into a (usually) two dimensional toroidal mesh, and only neighbor individuals (i.e., the closest ones measured in Manhattan distance) are allowed to interact during the breeding loop (see Figure 1 ). This way, we are introducing some kind of isolation in the population that depends on the distance between individuals. Hence, the genetic information of a given individual can be spread slowly through the grid (since neighborhoods are overlapped), and it will need a high number of generations to reach distant individuals (thus preventing the population from premature convergence). Structuring the population in this way we achieve a good exploration/exploitation tradeoff on the search space, thus improving the capacity of the algorithm for solving complex problems [10] .
A canonical cGA follows the pseudo-code included in Algorithm 1. In this basic cGA, the population is usually structured in a regular grid of d dimensions (d = 1, 2, 3), and a neighborhood is defined on it. The algorithm iteratively considers as current each individual in the grid (line 3), and individuals may only interact with individuals belonging to their neighborhood (line 4), so parents are chosen among the neighbors (line 5) with a given criterion. Crossover and mutation operators are applied to the individuals in lines 6 and 7, with probabilities P c and P m , respectively. Afterwards, the algorithm computes the fitness value of the new offspring individual (or individuals) (line 8), and inserts it (or one of them) instead of the current individual in the population (line 9) following a given replacement policy. This loop is repeated until a termination condition is met (line 2). The cGA described here is asynchronous, since the population is updated with the next generation individuals just after creating them. This way, these new individuals can interact with those belonging to their parent's generation. On the contrary, there is also the possibility of storing all the offspring individuals in an auxiliary population, and then replace all the individuals in the population at the same time. This last version matches with the synchronous cGA model. As it was studied in [1] , [11] , the use of asynchronous policies allows faster convergence of the population with respect to the synchronous one.
Algorithm 1
Pseudocode for a canonical cGA 1: //Algorithm parameters in 'cga' 2: while ! StopCondition() do 3: for individual ← 1 to cga.popSize do 4: n list←Get Neighborhood(cga,position(individual)); 5: parents←Selection(n list); 6: offspring←Recombination(cga.Pr,parents); 7: offspring←Mutation(cga.Pm,offspring); 8: Evaluation(offspring);
Add(position(individual),offspring,cga); 10: end for 11: end while
B. Parallel Asynchronous Cellular GA
The new algorithm we propose in this paper is a parallel version of the asynchronous cGA described in Section II-A. In this algorithm, the population is partitioned into a number of contiguous blocks of similar size, and different threads are evolving the distinct population blocks. In order to keep the canonical cellular population model, the different blocks are overlapped, in the sense that they share their left/right columns and top/bottom rows with their neighboring blocks at their west, east, north and south positions, respectively. [12] Threads are evolving their corresponding population blocks asynchronously, and therefore they don't wait for the other threads to complete their generations before starting the next loop. Hence, if an evolution step lasts longer for an individual of a given thread, individuals processed by the other threads may go through more generations.
In order to avoid possible memory conflicts that could lead to inconsistent data, access to individuals is protected by a POSIX read-write lock. This mechanism allows concurrent reads, but not concurrent reads with writes nor concurrent writes. Access to an individual occurs at crossover, when the parents of a child are parsed (read), and when the child replaces the individual evolved (write).
Inside every block, a canonical cGA as the one described in Section II-A is running. There are several policies for the visiting order of individuals in asynchronous cGAs [11] . In this work, each thread will sweep through its individuals in a fixed order (i.e., line sweep policy).
III. THE DNA FRAGMENT ASSEMBLY PROBLEM
As it was previously commented, the DNA fragment assembly problem raises in the frame of determining the specific function of every gene composing a given DNA chain. The process for determining the functionalities of the genes of a DNA chain is highly complex. In a first step, the nucleotides composing the DNA sequence must be read. This process is called the DNA sequencing, and it starts by splitting the DNA sequence into many small subsequences. This is achieved by duplicating the original DNA sequence and cutting the different copies at random points.
The resulting biological material can now be processed by computers using the current available technology. These steps are made in biological laboratories, and match with the first stages (1 to 4) shown in Figure 2 . Once we already have read the fragments, we apply the assembly process: computing the overlapping, the fragments order, and the consensus sequence. These steps are the two last ones we show in Figure 2 . We are considering in this work an ideal case in which no errors occur in the sequencing step. This assumption is usually accepted in the specialized literature [13] , [14] , [15] .
Since this process is one of the first steps made in any genomic project, its results are required to be highly accurate for the right functioning of the other phases of the project. This problem arises as a very complex combinatorial optimization problem (NP-Complete [7] ). Its difficulty is due to the high dimensionality search space it has, which supposes to explore in the absence of noise (due to failures in the reading process of the fragments) 2 · k · k! possible solutions in the worst case (k is the number of fragments).
For measuring the quality of a consensus sequence, we can check the distribution of the coverage. The coverage of a given location is defined as the number of fragments in that position. It is a measure of the data redundancy, and it shows the number of fragments, on average, in which a given nucleotide is expected to appear in the target DNA. It can be computed as the number of bases in the fragments over the total length of the target chain [6] :
where n is the number of fragments in the target sequence. The coverage is usually in the range between 6 and 10 [16] ; and the higher its value is, the fewer the number of gaps, and the better the obtained result.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We present in this section the results obtained during our experimentations. Section IV-A describes both the parameterization of the algorithm and the instances of the problem we are solving. Then, we present several different local search algorithms we designed for this problem in Section IV-B. Finally, the results obtained are summarized in Section IV-C.
A. Parameterization and Problem Instances
For evaluating the behavior of the compared algorithms we have selected the two largest instances of the DNA fragment assembly problem studied in [8] , namely BX842596(4) and BX842596(7). These instances were taken from the NCBI 4 website, and they correspond to the Neurosphora crassa (common loaf) BAC, with access number BX842596, and having a length of 77,292 bases. We present some specific information on these fragments sets in Table I . These instances are lager and more complex than those usually tackled by other researchers (which are generally around 15 or 30 thousands of bases length, or even less [17] ).
The two studied instances are really hard to solve, since they were generated from very long sequences using a small/medium coverage value, and a very restrictive cutting (threshold for joining adjacent fragments into the same contig), having value 30. The combination of these two parameters leads us to very complex instances.
The fitness function we use for solving this problem is to maximize the overlapping degree of fragments in the final chain. When maximizing this function, we are also optimizing the coverage (see Section III), since we are minimizing the final length of the target sequence. The use of this fitness function is also very efficient, since it only consists of adding the overlapping nucleotides of contiguous fragments. To compute the fitness function, we use a matrix that contains the number of overlapping nucleotides between any two fragments (their overlapping degree). We represent the problem as a permutation of N integer numbers, being N the number of fragments. The whole permutation represents the arrangement of the fragments for the target DNA sequence. Whenever the overlapping degree of two contiguous fragments is 0, then the target chain has a gap in this point, and we must increase its number of contigs. We present in Figure 3 two example individuals representing different solutions. On the one hand, in the case of Individual 1 all the fragments could be overlapped, thus the target chain is composed of only one single contig. On the other hand, there is a gap in the chain represented by Individual 2 (not all the fragments are overlapped), so the resulting DNA chain has two contigs (two independent chains). Hence, solution represented by Individual 1 is more desirable than the one of Individual 2, since it has both a lower number of contigs and a higher fitness value (better coverage).
The algorithm parameters are displayed in Table II . We are using a population of 100 individuals and the C13 neighborhood, composed by the 12 nearest individuals in Manhattan distance. The recombination operator is the order based crossover, and the mutation is to move one fragment to some other random place. The newly generated offsprings replace the current individuals if they can improve the fitness value, or at least keep the same one. Finally, the termination condition is to reach 60,000 evaluations and the number of threads used in all our experiments is 8. 
B. Studied Local Search Operators
We propose in this work 5 different local search operators, in addition to PALS (maximum of 1000 steps, applied to 1% of the individuals), the one studied in [1] , [9] . The cGAs with the different local search operators experimented are: PALS1000, PALS20, PALS5, 3PALS/3Opt L, 3PALS/3Opt L/2 and 3PALS L/2. PALS1000 is using the same local search as the cGA introduced in [1] . The local search probability is 1% (each individual has 1% probability of performing local search), and the maximum number of steps for the search is 1000. PALS20 is identical to PALS1000, except for a maximum of 20 steps, and it is applied with a probability of 100%. The difference between PALS5 and PALS20, is that the maximum number of steps for the former is 5. 
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Δf best = Δf 12: 3PALS/3Opt L is a combination of two local search operators. With 10% probability, 20 steps of 3PALS are applied. 3PALS consists of PALS20 which, if the maximum number of steps (20) is not reached (i.e., PALS does not improve for as many as the maximum steps), is followed by 3Opt L heuristic (based on PALS, but using 3-Opt movements [18] , and described in Algorithm 2), for a number of iterations equal to the number of fragments. With 90% probability, 3Opt L itself is applied for a number of iterations equal to the number of fragments. It consists of fixing 2 edges and evaluating all the possible 3-Opt movements involving these 2 edges. 3Opt L's Best3optImprovement() tries all 3-opt moves (there are 3 possible 3-opt moves), and it returns the best move, taking into account both contig and fitness score improvements. 3PALS/3Opt L/2 is identical to 3PALS/3Opt L except for the number of iterations of 3Opt L, which is the number of fragments divided by two.
C. Results
We summarize in Table III the results we obtained in our experimentations after performing 100 independent runs for each algorithm and problem. The data we present are the fitness value and the number of contigs of the best solution found by every algorithm, and the average fitness value, number of contigs, and execution times (in seconds). The best results for every problem are emphasized in bold font.
In order to assess statistical confidence on the results, we performed Wruskal-Wallis or ANOVA tests (depending on whether the data follow a normal distribution or not, respectively, checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) on our results. Results with grey background are significantly better than the others (with 95% confidence).
The combination of asynchronous cGA, low local search probability and a stop condition set to a maximum number of generations explain the short execution times of PALS1000, in both instances. Individuals evolve by different threads, which perform the time consuming local search with 1% probability. Therefore, while a thread is executing a time consuming local search, other threads are probably (99%) only executing much faster crossover-mutation operations, and go through much more, if not all, of the generations set. PALS1000 execution time is mostly the sum of PALS executed by the same thread on the individuals it evolves.
Results show that PALS1000 is the worst in terms of fitness. Although similar, PALS5 and PALS20 outperform PALS1000 because of both the local search probability and its intensity. PALS5 and PALS20 use 100% probability for local search. This allows the population to evolve at approximately the same speed, providing much improved parents for most crossover operations, which is not the case with PALS1000. The reason is that the population is asynchronously being updated by several threads running in parallel. Therefore, if one thread is computing a costly local search, the individuals belonging to its block are not evolving, affecting the breeding loop of the individuals evolved by the adjacent threads. Additionally, another disadvantage of performing a high number of steps for the local search is that a deep search could lead us to local optimal solutions from which it would be difficult to escape. From the studied algorithms, PALS1000 is the worst one with statistical significance for the two instances. PALS5 was statistically the best algorithm for instance BX842596(4), while in the case of BX842596 (7) the best results were found by 3PALS L/2, although there was no statistically significant difference with PALS20 and PALS5.
We show in Table IV some of the most important existing algorithms in the literature in terms of the number of contigs in the best solution found during the experimentation process. As it can be seen in Table III , all the proposed algorithms can find 1 contig solutions for the two instances, just like SACMA [9] , a recently proposed algorithm. However, the main existing commercial software packages (e.g., PMA [19] , CAP3 [20] , Phrap [21] ) cannot find solutions with less than 6 or 2 contigs for the small and big instances, respectively. In terms of time, some of our proposed algorithms can be up to 4 times faster than SACMA, which is claimed to be several times faster than the other compared algorithms in [9] . We have presented in this paper a new parallel model of cellular GAs for multi-core architectures. This parallel model has been used to design a new cellular memetic algorithm for the DNA fragment assembly problem. Additionally, different local search operators have been designed and their impact on the performance of the algorithm was studied. As a result, the cGAs hybridized with PALS5 (PALS with a maximum of 5 steps, and applied to every individual) and 3PASL L/2 a heuristic that is improving the solution of PALS by applying 3-Opt movements are the best algorithms.
Among the main future research lines we have in mind for this work, we first propose the study of larger instances. First, the new parallel model will allow us to handle larger instances in shorter times, and second, we think that the large exploration capabilities of the cellular GA with respect to other well known algorithms in the literature would help to achieve even higher differences in the performance with respect to them when increasing the difficulty of the problem. Additionally, solving larger instances has a major scientific impact. As a second research line, we plan to reduce the computational time of our algorithm in order to face larger instances with true guarantee of success. For that, we propose the fine tune of the algorithm parameters, and its implementation on GPUs.
